ABSTRACT
This paper describes a project aimed at identifying the most relevant paragraph in an article given a bar chart. This project fits in with a larger effort to design a system that provides access to information graphics for the visually impaired.
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1. Introduction

Information graphics such as bar charts and line graphs play an ever increasing role in popular media. Providing a visual illustration of data, they function as supplemental information to an article, conveying messages to be quickly interpreted without having to consult article text. Information graphics are useful for displaying comparisons, contrasts, trends, and other similar messages.

Interest in data visualization has seen a near threefold increase since 1990 based on the number of book references [1]. The goal of information graphics is to be able to provide ease of use and clarity; however, those who are blind or visually disabled are unable to take advantage of data visualization or be able to interpret those graphs.

Blind and visually disabled users have access to a variety of assistance technology such as haptic devices [2] and Braille printers [3]. While helpful, these methods require additional training to learn, are expensive, and aren’t universally available. Screen readers are more widely available and work as an add-on to pre-existing software such as a computer’s operating system or Internet browser. They audibly read text from a computer screen and provide ways to interact with different elements.

Navigation through screen readers eliminates the need to visually follow a cursor on screen. In terms of web pages specifically, users are at the discretion of the website developer’s adherence to accessibility standards. Elements on the page may be read out of order or might be missed entirely such as an information graphic in an article. Information graphics pose a unique problem for screen readers.

For images and information graphics, screen readers rely on alternate text, typically called alt text. In many instances, alt text is unavailable [4], so blind or visually disabled users know that something exists, but have no indication as to what it may be. Inaccurate or missing alt text was considered as the fourth most frustrating problem according study conducted by WebAIM [5]. When available, the alt text description may not be sufficient to get an understanding of the object.

Figure 1: A salient paragraph close to a bar chart

Information graphics tend to expand on a concept in the text to provide a visual correlation. Typically, a graph is salient in one section of an article (Figure 1) although the graph isn’t necessarily in close proximity to that section. The graph may even be on a different page. Graphs in print tend to be placed where they are more visually appealing. In many cases, printed articles will not have their graph displayed in their digital version as is the case with BusinessWeek articles.

Proximity of a graphic to its most relevant paragraph is not a common occurrence. Previous work on line graphs implemented a method using machine learning algorithms to rank paragraphs in an article in order of the most to the least relevant paragraph [6]. By comparing words in a paragraph to words used to describe the graph, the system attempted to identify the most relevant paragraph in an
article. It bases its accuracy score by determining if its top chosen paragraph matched any of the user-selected paragraphs. For this project, we wanted to expand that method to bar charts to determine if it would work as well.

The overall goal of the SIGHT project is to work in conjunction with a pre-existing screen reader to be able to identify an information graphic, create a short summary of its intended message, and provide the summary at an appropriate time [7]. The focus of this paper is on the problem of correctly identifying the most relevant paragraph for bar charts.

### 1.1 Importance

#### Figure 2: Visual representation of Figure 3

![Figure 2: Visual representation of Figure 3](image)

#### Figure 3: Text based data representation

| Countries with the most billionaires according to the 2011 Wealth Report |
|-----------------------------|-----------------|------------------|
| Global Rank | Country | # of Billionaires | Total Population |
| 1 | United States | 396 | 307,000,550 |
| 2 | China | 72 | 1,331,460,000 |
| 3 | Russia | 58 | 141,050,000 |
| 4 | India | 47 | 1,155,347,678 |
| 5 | Germany | 43 | 81,879,976 |
| 6 | UK | 42 | 61,838,154 |
| 7 | Hong Kong | 29 | 1,003,700 |
| 8 | Switzerland | 27 | 7,731,167 |
| 9 | Japan | 22 | 127,860,000 |
| 10 | Canada | 22 | 33,739,000 |

Information graphics provide quick understanding. It only takes about 150ms to interpret an image and an additional 100ms to gather its meaning compared to about 100ms per printed word [8] [9]. For example, in the figures above, Figure 2 is the visual representation of Figure 3. While it can be interpreted from the text in Figure 3 that the United States is leader in the number of billionaires, Figure 2 emphasizes the impact of the data. Figure 2 would take around 250ms to interpret while Figure 3 may take up to 2 full seconds.

Graph accessibility has not matched the increased use of digital graphics [10]. Even though guidelines are in place for universal accessibility, 80% of all websites have accessibility problems. Insufficient use of alternate text poses the biggest accessibility issue for a website [4]. Providing users with an easy to understand message for any given information graphic at the appropriate time within an article is an important task in order to advance user accessibility [11].

### 1.2 Most relevant paragraph location

In order for an information graphic to be useful in helping a visually disabled user to comprehend an article, the information from the graphic must be supplied at an appropriate time. The physical location of the graph does not necessarily correlate to the most salient time in an article to provide the message. Because of this, work has to be done in order to identify the most relevant paragraph in an article. This is a non-trivial task because an information graphic is rarely mentioned directly by name within article text. Sometimes data points in a paragraph specifically correlate to the graphic, but usually when a graphic is focused on in a paragraph, it’s a generalization.

### 1.3 Difference between bar charts and line graphs

One of the key, non-aesthetic differences between line graphs and bar charts is the intended message. Line graphs can be separated into four basic categories: rising-trend, change-trend, change-trend-return, and big-jump. Bar charts can be grouped into categories such as relative differences (Figure 4), minimums or maximums (Figure 5), and ranks (Figure 7) in addition to trends (Figure 6). Generally speaking, line graphs depict ordinal data with a preference towards chronological data.

Trends are ordinal and are ordered chronologically (Figure 6) while ranks are labeled independently such as by goals (Figure 7). The goal of line graphs is to follow data over a period of time and determine if some kind of pattern exists. Bar charts, on the other hand, are more versatile and may provide comparisons between similar entities such as the number of filings to deregister securities (Figure 4). Because bar charts have a wider selection of intended message types, it becomes more difficult to find a set of words to encompass them. Line graphs are much simpler because all of the graphs are related in that they are ordered by time, so words like fall, jump, or increased would be more likely to be found and be relevant in a line graph article than a bar chart article.
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1.4 Ranking methods

Our methods for relevant paragraph selection are similar to that of information retrieval and pseudo-relevance feedback. In one research project, the authors studied the effectiveness of query expansion terms based on term distribution which they found to be unsuccessful [12].

Christopher J.C. Burges researched a machine learning method to create a ranked structured output called LambdaRank. LambdaRank eliminates unnecessary work by the learning algorithm for when items are already in their proper place. He uses a Jacobian matrix instead of the typical kernel matrix [13].

For systems which require speed and simplicity, the authors of created a ranking system for retrieval using a neural network. Their system utilizes rank boundaries to approach it as an ordinal regression problem instead of a ranking problem [14].

1.5 Testing methods

There are many different types of similarity measures used for pattern recognition. Similarity measures are used in the computer science field as well as geology, physics, and psychology [15]. The main measure we use for relevant paragraph testing is KL divergence.

A project analyzing the effectiveness of query performance used KL divergence to measure a clarity score. The more ambiguous the query, the lower the clarity score and the less effective it was at obtaining relevant documents [16].

1.6 Graph analysis

A similar project, iGraph, focused on providing a natural language summary of a graphic. Similar to the SIGHT system which will be addressed later, iGraph can be used to navigate a graph and obtain more details than the given short description [17].

The Tangible Graph Builder uses a tangible user interface to create graphs. It uses various weighted items and audio feedback. The researchers developed a method to digitally track changes in the graph in order to maintain a model of the graph [18].

2. Identifying Relevant Paragraphs

System

2.1 Architecture

The problem of most relevant paragraph identification is only a piece in a larger puzzle. Our project utilizes SIGHT’s ability to identify bar charts within an article. SIGHT (Summarizing Information GraphHics Textually) is the overriding architecture encompassing the identification, breakdown, and summarization of an information graphic. It functions as a browser extension with the pre-existing JAWS sight reader software.
The graphs and articles used in the experiment were collected from a range of different national and local news outlets. All article data was stored in our MySQL database except for the original formatting.

The graph analysis process begins with the Visual Extraction Module. The image data is broken down into XML format is then augmented with supplementary information in the Preprocessing and Caption Tagging Module. From there, the intended message is determined by three factors: the effort required by the user to figure out the designer’s intention, whether or not a particular bar or set of bars stands out due to coloring or caption, and particular words in a caption indicating the type of intended message. Once the intended message is derived, a textual summary is created and sent to the JAWS architecture to read to the user [19].

2.2 Key elements

For this project, there are two main features: the expansion word list generator and the evaluator. The system is built utilizing a form of machine learning. The machine learning algorithm aims to capture an all-encompassing generalization of data due to the difficulty in trying to account for the multitude of variations in data. Our project uses supervised machine learning due to the finite number of solutions and our main concern how a set of paragraphs or a bag of words will be ranked.

2.3 Word list generation

A key piece of the evaluation system is the expansion word list. The list contains the words most commonly found in articles for the type of graph being tested. The expansion word list is created using a vector space model (VSM), a widely used model in the information retrieval realm [20].

The thought behind using a VSM is for query expansion so that these words create a generalization for all graphs of the given type to aid in pattern recognition. By adding these words to the evaluation, the idea is that there will be a higher chance of accurately selecting a most relevant paragraph. A paragraph containing words from the graphic caption and expansion word list would score much higher than a paragraph with no related words. It is important to make sure that the training set and the data set do not have overlapping graphics. Doing so creates the possibility of generating a false accuracy score since data would be duplicated. The training set should capture what the general graph will be like. For example, our training data models the distributions used in the original test using line graphs. The distribution of intended message as well as the average article size was replicated to match the original experiment as closely as possible. The importance of capturing a picture of the general bar chart is so that the expansion words generated can then be effective for an array of different bar chart types and styles.

2.4 Evaluation

In addition to using the test set of graphs, the evaluation process requires outside input to run. It requires six inputs: two separate human evaluators’ picks for most relevant paragraphs, the closest paragraph to the graphic, the intended message and the x-axis bar labels, a filter file indicating which graphs to test on, and a shortened expansion word list.

Two human evaluators went through each graph and associated article to select what they believed to be the most relevant paragraph. Every graph in the corpus was analyzed so that different test sets could be used in the future without having to do any additional work.

The most relevant paragraph in an article can be determined by different factors. The placement of the graph in the article can be one of these indicators. The closest paragraph selection was completed manually for each graph. When a graph was within the article, a typical setup, the paragraph within the closest proximity by reading direction was selected which can be seen in Figure 1. For articles with linked graphs, we selected the paragraph closest to the link. Those with an unknown original format had the first paragraph in the article selected as the closest. Closest paragraph selection for bar charts varies from the original line graph experiment due to linked or missing original article formats. It is possible that this inconsistency may have caused some drop in closest paragraph accuracy in comparison to the original line graph experiment.

The graph annotations were chosen by a consensus of human evaluators instead of running the intended message generator to assure accuracy in the testing data. An important point to note is that even though the system requires intended message as an input, it is not used during the evaluation, a choice made by the program’s original author. The bar labels, however, are used as arguments supplementing the graphic caption data. The original line graph test only used the first five graphs for intended message and arguments which is in contrast to ours which utilized every graph, resulting in slightly better scores.

Unlike the VSM which used a query to collect the graphs it needed, the evaluator requires an outside file stating which graphs need to be used. A query is run to collect each individual graph’s graph name, caption, description, text in graphic, article title, article subtitle, and article content/text. The filter file defines the test set.

The easiest outside input to gather for the evaluation system is the shortened expansion word list, assuming the expansion word list generator already produced a full expansion word list. The top 25 words, which are ranked
by most to least relevant automatically, make up the shortened expansion word list used for input. The words are used to augment the graphic caption data.

2.5 VSM Procedure

Once the training set is determined, a mySQL query to the database grabs the associated data for each graph: the graph name, graphic caption, graphic description, text in graphic, article title, article subtitle, and article text. As the most commonly used words are pulled out, there is also a set of stop words that are ignored which can be seen in Table 1. These stop words provide no assistance in narrowing down what specifies a bar chart. All words outside the list of stop words are placed into a ranked word list representing the word count distribution.

Table 1: Stop Words

| a, able, about, across, after, all, almost, also, am, among, an, and, any, are, as, at, be, because, been, but, by, can, cannot, could, dear, did, do, does, either, else, ever, every, for, from, get, got, had, has, have, he, her, hers, him, his, how, however, i, if, in, into, is, it, its, just, least, let, like, likely, may, me, might, most, must, my, neither, no, nor, not, of, off, often, on, only, or, other, our, own, rather, said, say, says, she, should, since, so, some, than, that, the, their, them, then, there, these, they, this, tis, to, too, twas, us, wants, was, we, were, what, when, where, which, while, who, whom, why, will, with, would, yet, you, your |

The process works by first creating a dictionary and distribution of all words in one article. Using the word distribution of the entire article, a pseudo-relevant paragraph is selected. The word distribution of all pseudo-relevant paragraphs, $W_p$, is stored in one vector while the word distribution of all articles, $W_a$, is stored in a separate vector. Using those two vectors, the overall word frequency vector representing a graphic, $W_g$, can be computed. $W_g$ represents the expansion word list.

$$W_g = \text{normalized} \left( W_p - \frac{<W_p, W_a>}{<W_a, W_a>} \cdot W_a \right)$$

The ranking process is iterative, modifying the word list already generated by all graphs in the test set. Subsequent iterations alter the word list, moving the more relevant words to the top of the list. Once the word list changes only minimally or not at all, the process can be stopped. Twenty iterations are typically more than enough. The final product is a ranked list of all words within the training set from most common to least common. With the word list created, the evaluation process can begin.

The expansion word list creator and the evaluation system both use the Perl programming language. To supplement text evaluation, a Perl API called WordNet aids by disambiguating words within a document as well as breaking words down using a stemmer. The corpus interface utilizes a model-view-controller setup built using PHP with the help of CodeIgniter, a PHP framework. A MySQL database is used to store all graphs, articles, annotations, and other relevant data. The front end interface for the database is limited to certain operations like uploading, adding annotations, editing an article, and other simple functions.

2.6 Evaluation Procedure

The evaluation system measures two types of results: random paragraph selection accuracy and Kullback-Leibler divergence accuracy. To clarify, when graphic caption information is referred to, this includes the graphic caption, description, text in graphic, and bar labels.

Random paragraph selection is as its name describes. The system selects an arbitrary paragraph in the article and checks to see if it matches any of the user-selected paragraphs. As the size of the article increases, the accuracy rates for random selection decreases.

Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence is a similarity measure that compares two entities. Also known as relative entropy, KL divergence falls under Shannon’s entropy family. Entropy is the concept of probabilistic uncertainty or the uncertainty of an unknown variable. Shannon’s entropy measures a random variable’s average amount of contained information. Once the outcome of that variable is known, it also measures the amount of uncertainty that was removed [21]. In the case of this experiment, KL divergence measures the word distribution for paragraphs in a document against the word distribution of the graphic caption data. If $p$ and $q$ represent the word distributions, KL divergence can be measured using the following

$$D_{KL}(p||q) = \sum_{i \in V} p(i) \log \frac{p(i)}{q(i)}$$

where $V$ is the dictionary of all words, $p(i)$ and $q(i)$ represent the count of word $i$ in distributions $p$ and $q$ respectively. Scores are on a scale from 0 to 1. A score of 1 indicates a correctly chosen paragraph with decreasing scores representing less and less likely matches.

Within the KL divergence group, there are three sub-methods tested: P-KL, P-KLE, and P-KLEM. “P” represents the paragraph selection, “KL” represents the KL divergence, “E” represents the expansion word list, and “M” represents a mixed model using scores from sentence and paragraph. P-KL is the KL divergence based on sentences within a paragraph. Scores are given to the sentences in a paragraph based on how well they match to the graphic’s caption information and the word distribution. P-KLE uses the same model as P-KL, but
augmented with the shortened expansion word list. The sentence text is now being compared to both the graphic caption information and the word list. The purpose of adding more is that there will be, theoretically, a higher chance of having a word match since there are more words available to compare to. P-KLEM takes the P-KLE method one step further by using a mixed model of sentence in a paragraph scores like the previous methods in addition to words in a sentence scores to select the most relevant paragraph.

**Results and testing**

This section discusses the different methods and processes used to measure the effectiveness of most relevant paragraph identification for bar charts. The KL divergence measure, three methods were used: TOP, COVERED, and normalized discounted cumulative gain (nDCG). All three methods are measured on a scale of 0 to 1 with 0 meaning no similarity and 1 being the most likely match.

TOP measures whether the top system pick matches the human-evaluator-selected most relevant paragraphs. If the system pick matches an evaluator’s top pick, it gets a score of 1. If there is no match or if it’s anything beyond the system’s top pick, that paragraph is given a score of 0. This is measuring the selection accuracy for the most relevant paragraph.

COVERED compares the top three system picks to determine if any match the human-evaluator-selected most relevant paragraphs. Using this method, if the top paragraph matches, it gets the highest score of 1. If the second pick matches, it gets a score of 0.63. If the third pick matches, it gets a score of 0.5. Anything beyond the top three for the COVERED method gets a score of 0. Since more paragraphs are available to try to match the evaluators’ choices, this method should theoretically perform better than TOP since it is measuring the selection accuracy for any relevant paragraph, not the most relevant paragraph.

nDCG compares how closely the system’s ranking matches the evaluators’ ranking. The nDCG equation used in the experiment is slightly modified to account for all documents. The original equation does not accurately measure the discount assigned to the second ranked document. The following was used for our needs:

\[
nDCG_p = \frac{DCG_p}{IDCG_p}
\]

\[
where \, DCG_p = \sum_{i=1}^{P} \frac{rel_i}{log_2(i+1)}
\]

\[
and \, IDCG_p \, is \, the \, highest \, possible \, DCG_p
\]

where \(rel_i\) represents the gain from paragraph retrieval and \(1/log_2(i+1)\) represents the discount based on position \(i, p\) is the paragraph rank which is set at a max of \(p = 3\) meaning that it will only look at the top three highest ranked paragraphs. As the original author explains,

“The value of \(rel_i\) depends on \(p\) and the number of relevant paragraphs identified by the human evaluator. If the human evaluator identifies \(k\) paragraphs as relevant (where \(k \leq p\)), then \(rel_i = k\) if the \(i\)-th ranked paragraph by the system matches the top-ranked paragraph by the human evaluator and is equal to \(k - 1\) or \(k - 2\) if it matches the paragraph ranked second or third by the human evaluator, respectively. Ranking a good paragraph higher gets less discount with the same gain, and ranking a better paragraph at the same position gets higher gain with the same discount. They both achieve a better nDCG score.” [6].

Unlike the original experiment, the bar labels were included as extra input to supplement the graphic caption data. For bar charts, a few percentage points in accuracy were gained. The evaluation file is built to take these labels as input, so it’s not clear as to why the original experiment did not take advantage of this feature.

**2.7 Testing with Original Conditions**

The testing set contained 100 graphs and the training set utilized the remaining 329 graphs for the expansion word list. Our training set contained 62 more bar charts than the original line graphs test. The test set was broken down by intended messages: 59 were trend-type messages, 17 were rank-type messages, 8 were relative-difference-type messages, and 16 were maximums or minimums. The average number of paragraphs per article was 15.38, matching the original experiment.

Figure 8: Comparison between line graphs and bar charts using the TOP measurement

Two human evaluators selected what they believed to be the most relevant paragraphs in an article. Evaluator-1 selected an average of 1.22 paragraphs and Evaluator-2
selected an average of 1.21 paragraphs. The two evaluators agreed 85% of the time on their top ranked paragraph. That means that 15% of the graphics show that the most relevant paragraph is not always clear. However, this is an improvement over the line graphs which only saw an agreement of 66%. It is unknown if this improvement had anything to do with our evaluators working in the same room. The conditions for the line graph evaluators are unknown.

![Figure 9: Comparison between line graphs and bar charts using the COVERED measurement](image)

Table 2: Shortened expansion word list

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Bar Charts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COVERED</td>
<td>rise expect grow average according long global demand look large low same decline come economic gain slow real domestic foreign chart gross rising fall national</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nDCG</td>
<td>up down rise according fall high expect low late grow decline hit federal buy free drop worry dip long August jump risky back average surge</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tables 3 and 4 and Figures 8 and 9 show the results of our experiment in contrast to the original experiment using line graphs, Table 4. The results show two baseline figures, random and location, as well as the results for KL divergence. The baseline test “random” is a randomly selected paragraph in the article and the “location” baseline test is the paragraph located in closest proximity to the graph. They are considered as baseline because no outside information or comparisons are needed.

![Figure 10: Comparison between line graphs and bar charts using the nDCG measurement](image)

When looking at the expansion words, while there is some noise like “according” or “come” there are also words that would indicate trends such as “rise,” “grow,” “decline,” “gain,” “rising,” and “fall.” As mentioned earlier, bar charts represent a wider range of intended messages beyond trends alone, making it more difficult to capture a single, generalized image of a bar chart. A noisy word like “according” is common, yet ineffective, due to articles citing information sources such as the phrase “according to budgetary figures.” The expansion words for bars and lines can be seen below in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Line Graphs</th>
<th>Bar Charts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TOP</td>
<td>19.4%</td>
<td>25.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COVERED</td>
<td>23.4%</td>
<td>37.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDCG</td>
<td>9.1%</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our test used the same evaluation as the original experiment, but our COVERED results were not as comparable. Though they show the basic improvement of P-KLEM and P-KLE over P-KL, the difference between TOP and COVERED is minimal. One possible theory to this discrepancy would be that bar chart articles typically only use a small, pertinent section in relation to a graph. Due to this, there would be less chance of there being more than one relevant paragraph, so COVERED wouldn’t have as significant of an increase to TOP.

Another poor performer in our test set was the “location” baseline. This may have been caused by lacking original article format data. Another potential culprit could be the types of sources used. Between the test and training set, there were 26 unique article sources used for bar charts and 24 unique sources for line graphs. The distributions of the articles are more even for line graphs than bar charts which can be seen in Tables 5 and 6. BusinessWeek has the highest distribution of articles in bar charts and they are also the source that does not retain their graphs in digital editions.
The best results for bar charts came from the normalized discounted cumulative gain (nDCG) scoring method. As can be seen in Figure 10, this method is the closest performer to line graphs.

2.8 Testing by Intended message

Since the results from our tests did not meet or exceed those from the original test, further investigation was necessary. The next step was to separate bar charts into two intended message-based groups: trends and non-trends. Non-trends are composed of relative differences, ranks, and maximums and minimums.

Due to dividing the corpus into smaller groups, the traditional evaluation was not feasible. After taking out 100 graphs for a test set, there were typically less than 100 graphs left to train on. To counter this problem, we used a leave-one-out cross validation approach.

Cross validation is used for machine learning when there is not a large amount of data available. Leave-one-out works by using a single graph as the test set and using the remaining graphs as the training set. This is done for every graph within the group [22]. By using leave-one-out, the training set has the ability to capture a generalization of the rest of the group since it’s no longer limited by having 100 graphs removed, only 1. Unfortunately, this also meant that an expansion word list had to be created for every graph used in the corpus, a total of 429. This is a very time expensive approach even when parallelized.

Within the intended message groupings, evaluator-1 chose an average of 1.14 to 1.31 paragraphs, evaluator-2 chose an average of 1.13-1.46 paragraphs, and agreement between the evaluators ranged from 75.9% to 84.7% with a kappa statistic ranging from 0.738 to 0.834. There were 29 relative differences, 92 ranks, 72 maximums and minimums, and 236 trends. Table 7 shows the results of trends versus Table 8’s non-trends. “Trends” outperformed “non-trends” as expected since the “trends” group is more closely related to the original test’s line graphs.

One last test was conducted using the leave-one-out method. Its test set used the same graphs used in the traditional format test set while using the expansion words created for the individual intended message groups. Doing this produced the best results of the leave-one-out tests and was comparable to the traditional test. Results for random, location, and P-KL remained the same since there were no changes to affect these scores. The differences start when the expansion word list is added. In all three testing methods, the traditional method outperformed the mixed model in P-KLE with a range of 4.1% to 7.2% difference in favor of the traditional method. P-KLEM was a bit closer with a range of difference from 0% to 3.5%. While the mixed model and the traditional test have similar results, not only are the results from traditional slightly better, the work and time involved to prepare the expansion word lists for the mixed model make the traditional method a more feasible and better option to use.

2.9 Testing by Article/Paragraph Size

Since no significant improvement could be seen using a leave-one-out method, we decided to look into the articles themselves and break them up according to article length. The graphs used were the same in the original conditions test set. The size grouped test sets were designed to mirror the original line graphs test which had 31 small graphs, 35 medium graphs, and 34 large graphs.

Articles with 2 to 10 paragraphs are considered as the “small” category. Articles with 11 to 15 paragraphs fall under the “medium” category. Articles with more than 15 paragraphs belong to the “large” category. In the original test with line graphs, the average number of paragraphs was 6.65, 13.67, and 25.09 for small, medium, and large articles respectively. Our test set was able to match these averages within 0.05 paragraphs per article with the average number of paragraphs for small, medium, and large articles being 6.65, 13.66, and 25.12 respectively. The same expansion word list used for the traditional method is used for all size subsets.

As the size of the article gets smaller, the higher the accuracy for most relevant paragraph selection becomes.

### Table 5: Line graph article sources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Journal</th>
<th>Distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BusinessWeek</td>
<td>25.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Times</td>
<td>14.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA Today</td>
<td>21.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Wall Street Journal</td>
<td>25.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (20)</td>
<td>13.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 6: Bar chart article sources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Journal</th>
<th>Distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BusinessWeek</td>
<td>40.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Wall Street Journal</td>
<td>38.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (24)</td>
<td>20.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 7: Results of bar chart trends

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Random</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>P-KL</th>
<th>P-KLE</th>
<th>P-KLEM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TOP</td>
<td>19.0%</td>
<td>7.0%</td>
<td>52.0%</td>
<td>56.0%</td>
<td>56.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COVERED</td>
<td>12.2%</td>
<td>10.0%</td>
<td>52.0%</td>
<td>58.0%</td>
<td>59.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDCG</td>
<td>8.5%</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>58.9%</td>
<td>68.8%</td>
<td>68.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 8: Results of bar chart non-trends

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Random</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>P-KL</th>
<th>P-KLE</th>
<th>P-KLEM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TOP</td>
<td>18.6%</td>
<td>14.9%</td>
<td>34.0%</td>
<td>44.7%</td>
<td>44.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COVERED</td>
<td>13.9%</td>
<td>14.9%</td>
<td>38.3%</td>
<td>46.8%</td>
<td>46.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDCG</td>
<td>8.4%</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>47.0%</td>
<td>54.1%</td>
<td>52.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This makes sense since a shorter article will have fewer options to choose from, following basic probability rules. If the number of choices increases, then the probability of selecting a paragraph accurately decreases. In our case, a choice represents a singular paragraph with the article containing and the entire selection of choices.

The small subset, Table 11, performed the best out of the three sizes, performing the best with the nDCG method by topping out at 78.4% for the P-KLE method. The next best performing group is the overall 100 test set, Table 3, then medium, Table 10, then large, Table 9. Between the best and worst size groups, small and large respectively, there is a significant difference. TOP and COVERED both see a drastic difference of around 23% for both P-KL and P-KLE.

Table 9: Results of bar charts with large articles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Random</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>P-KL</th>
<th>P-KLE</th>
<th>P-KLEM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TOP</td>
<td>9.9%</td>
<td>9.1%</td>
<td>33.3%</td>
<td>45.5%</td>
<td>42.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COVERED</td>
<td>7.7%</td>
<td>12.1%</td>
<td>39.4%</td>
<td>51.5%</td>
<td>45.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDCG</td>
<td>5.0%</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>44.8%</td>
<td>55.8%</td>
<td>55.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10: Results of bar charts with medium articles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Random</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>P-KL</th>
<th>P-KLE</th>
<th>P-KLEM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TOP</td>
<td>14.8%</td>
<td>11.4%</td>
<td>37.1%</td>
<td>42.9%</td>
<td>40.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COVERED</td>
<td>9.6%</td>
<td>11.4%</td>
<td>42.9%</td>
<td>48.6%</td>
<td>45.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDCG</td>
<td>6.4%</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>53.7%</td>
<td>67.8%</td>
<td>60.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 11: Results of bar charts with small articles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Random</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>P-KL</th>
<th>P-KLE</th>
<th>P-KLEM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TOP</td>
<td>34.2%</td>
<td>13.3%</td>
<td>56.7%</td>
<td>63.3%</td>
<td>66.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COVERED</td>
<td>23.6%</td>
<td>16.7%</td>
<td>63.3%</td>
<td>70.0%</td>
<td>73.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDCG</td>
<td>15.2%</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>69.1%</td>
<td>78.4%</td>
<td>77.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Conclusion

Information graphics are a powerful tool in media used to convey messages in a succinct way. With a rise in the use of digital media, the use of data visualization has followed. Blind and visually disabled users are unable to use these graphs as the designers intended. Many sight assistance software programs do not have the means to be able to interpret a graph which is where our project steps in. To aid in developing the SIGHT software for blind and visually disabled users, our project works to find the most relevant point in the article where it would be best to present the user with bar chart data.

The project followed the structure of a similar experiment used for line graphs. By using the line graph results as a baseline, bar charts were tested to measure if the same method could be used. Overall, bar charts were unable to duplicate or exceed the line graph results, so further work would be required before there could be implementation of most relevant paragraph selection for bar charts.

Future work on the project may include using testing methods different than Kullback-Leibler such as cosine similarity. While they proved effective for line graphs, bar charts did not meet the same results. Another method within the inner product family of similarity measures would be useful as they are commonly used within the information retrieval realm. The overall goal of the project aims for accuracy over efficiency, so a universal method for all graphs is unnecessary as long as there is at least one method that consistently works for a given graph type.

Other changes that could be made to the project include modification to the expansion word list. The expansion word lists used were taken directly from the generator output. It’s possible that a human evaluator could pick out words from that list that seem like they don’t belong. The word list could also be modified by combining top results from different tests. A more salient word list would, theoretically, produce better results.

Future work could also include applying some of the ranking methods to create a way to query the information graphics. Very little has been done for graph querying and the work completed on this project so far would serve as a helpful contribution or staring place.

Another way to augment the text for evaluation would be through the use of ontologies. Ontologies are groupings of concepts with relationships between words so if, for example, a bar label says “France,” related concepts within an ontology might include “country” or “Europe.” It provides a way to expand on a given word and provide flexibility for similar concepts. The current system limits comparisons to being an exact word match. There are plans to implement the use of ontologies on this project.
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